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Abstract—In the lane marking perception domain, the trend
goes to the direction to observe the courses of all lane markings
present in an image. Conventional lane tracking systems usually
track lane markings under the assumption, that they are parallel.
While this model constraint can help to increase the robustness
of the system in many situations, it will lead to tracking errors
in situations, where the assumption does not hold. On the other
hand, if each lane marking is tracked independently, as in normal
multi-target tracking systems, the system gets more sensitive
to noise, false detections and association errors. We propose a
multi-lane tracking system, which maintains the robustness of a
parallelism constraint, and also allows to track lane markings
following different courses. A novel filter is introduced in this
system, it models different lane courses and multiple lane marking
offsets in one filter state. Then a multi hypothesis approach is
used to assign lane markings to courses and helps to keep the
filter robust by deferring the association decision. First results
show that a joint estimation of the course assignment and filter
variables give a good tracking performance even in challenging
scenarios. At the same time the real time running ability is also
evaluated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vision based lane detection systems have a long history
in scientific literature with first systems presented as early
as 1992 [1]. Since that, a lot of algorithms were proposed
for lane detection. For a long time the primary goal was to
deliver sufficient input for lane departure warning system. In
[2] the authors have given an extensive survey about lane
detection and tracking systems, which are mainly single-lane
systems. Recently, the trend of lane tracking has changed and
new functions like lane keeping and automatic driving move
the requirements from the simple departure warning towards a
broader understanding of the environment. However, when it
comes down to scientific literature about multi-lane tracking,
many systems in the literature either rely on the parallelism
constraint, as in [3] [4] [5], or each marking is modeled and
tracked separately, as in [6], [7] and [8].

In both [3] [4] ego lane and adjacent lanes are assumed to
be parallel. They share the same course, and only differing in
their offsets. Fusing multiple markings into one lane course
could increase the overall system stability, but it leads to
tracking errors when the driving scenarios deviate from this
assumption. Situations like intersecting markings at construc-
tion site or merging lanes clearly violate this assumption. In
[5] the parallelism constraint is relaxed slightly, it is only
applied in one lane. Multi-lane tracking is carried out using
multiple filters with some management mechanism to handle
specific situations, such as lane lost, lane merge, loss of ego-
lane, overlapped trackers, etc. The system complexity and the

computational cost is high in the proposed system.

Without the parallelism constraint, each lane marking has
to be modeled and tracked separately. Two multi-lane tracking
systems are proposed in [6] and [7] respectively. Despite
their differences in detail, both systems share some overall
similarities. The lane markings in these systems are modeled
using second order curve in the image, and the measurements
are also directly formed as second order curve. Then particle
filters are applied to smooth the parameters of each curve over
time. The above systems all use particle filter based approaches
for tracking. It is well known that the number of particles
needed rises rapidly with the increase of the dimension of
the model state [9] [10]. The high computational cost is a
drawback of such a technique. In [8] the authors proposed
a multi-lane tracking system which uses the spline to model
each lane marking individually, and tracks all possible mark-
ings simultaneously using the Extended Kalman Filter. The
flexibility and performance have been demonstrated in a real-
time capable tracking system. On the other hand, the overall
system robustness is slightly lower compared to a conventional
single-lane tracking system using parallelism constraint.

From the literature the multi-lane tracking systems either
assume the parallelism between markings for better stability,
or achieve better flexibility by tracking each lane marking
independently. In difference to the approaches detailed above,
we propose a novel lane tracking approach, which allows to
estimate multiply lane courses and a set of lane marking offset
positions belonging to any one of the lane courses in one
filter. The term of lane course is used throughout this work.
It represents a set of curvature change rate, curvature and
slope parameters, which are shared among multiple parallel
lane markings. In another words, the courses of these lane
markings differ from each other only in their offset parameters.
The filtering of lane marking offsets and the lane courses is
done using one Extended Kalman Filter. The lane courses
however are modeled to be independent with different sets
of parameters. No parallelism assumption between these lane
courses is made. A lane marking can only be assigned to
exclusively one of them, and the number of markings one
lane course can contain is not restricted, other than the overall
system model limitation. The multi-lane tracking problem
is thus partially re-casted to an assignment problem, and
demonstrated in Figure 1 using a scenario of two parallel lanes
and a split marking.

Because the estimation of the lane courses and marking
offsets is impossible without estimating the assignment of lane
markings to lane courses, a novel multi-hypothesis approach
has been proposed to jointly estimate them. The approach
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Figure 1: Demonstration of the lane course and lane marking
assignment. y1, y2, y3 and y4 denote the offsets of four lane
markings. The split marking has a similar offset as the right-
most parallel marking. w1 and w2 represent the two different
courses of these markings. The correct assignment would be
y1, y2 and y3 follow lane course w1, they are parallel. y4
follows the lane course w2.

allows to condition the assignment decision on multiple frames
which adds robustness to the system. For a better under-
standing of the lane course assignment problem, assume three
adjacent parallel lanes with four markings. For this case an
estimation of one course with four offsets is more robust,
compared to a separate estimation of course and offset for
each individual marking . As an opposite example, assume two
nonparallel lanes, each has two lane markings. Then the esti-
mation of two lane courses, each containing two markings, is
better. This lane course and lane marking assignment problem
is solved together with the tracking problem in the proposed
system. The final system maintains much of the robustness
from the parallelism constraint but also the flexibility of single
marking tracking system.

The overview of the proposed system is summerized in
Section II. The filter architecture is explained in details in
Section III. The multi-hypothesis approach used for the joint
estimation of the lane course assignment variables and lane
marking geometry is given in Section IV. Section V provides
the experimental and statistical evaluation results, followed by
a conclusion in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section the main modules of the proposed system
are briefly described. The overview is depicted in figure 2. The
vehicle coordinate system used in this work is the standard
SAE coordinate system.

For a proper detection of lane markings, multiple ROIs
(Region Of Interest), where each of them is broad enough
to cover multiple lane markings, are applied. In difference
to earlier systems, the detection is not restricted to the area
around tracked lane markings. The calculation of the ROI
is similar to the one used in [8]. Multiple rectangular areas
in front of the vehicle are defined in vehicle coordinates in
such a way, that the width covers the ego and adjacent lanes
laterally and a reasonable length is used to cover a certain
section of the road surface longitudinally. The areas can use a

path prediction input to slightly modify their position laterally.
The resulting boxes are projected to image coordinates using a
pinhole camera model [11]. Finally multiple ROIs in the form
of trapezoids are calculated, and distributed vertically in the
image. This ROI scheme gives a good compromise between
the computational cost and system performance.

Since each calculated ROI in the image covers a short
section of road surface, the lane marking in the ROIs can
be efficiently detected using a line detection approach, even
for a curved road. The proposed system uses a fast Hough
approach and has been presented in [12]. In difference to
a normal Hough transform, the detection module uses the
gradient information obtained from an edge detection pre-
processing step to vote edge pixels belonging to lines to
the intersection point between this line and a horizontal line,
accumulating votes on the horizontal line. Finally, the detected
lines are post-processed using constraints and a classifier to
separate lane markings from lines and false detections.

For the tracking of multiple lane markings, the Extended
Kalman Filter approach is applied. This approach has been
selected contrary to the widely used particle filter or Rao-
Blackwellized filter approaches due to its speed and supe-
rior filtering performance. The Extended Kalman Filter is
embedded into a novel Multi-Hypothesis Tracking (MHT)
framework. In difference to normal MHT systems [13] [14],
here the hypotheses are used to jointly estimate the lane mark-
ing offsets, lane courses parameters and a set of assignment
variables defining the assignment of lane marking offsets to
lane courses. A hypothesis consists of a filter and a set of
assignment variables. A maximum likelihood approach is used
to select the most likely assignment hypothesis over multiple
frames. The selected hypothesis is used as a base for future
branching of the assignment variables, and the filter result
from this hypothesis is used as tracking system output. The
measurement assignment is done in a classical way using a

Figure 2: System structure overview. The recursive tracking
procedure and other tracking related components are repre-
sented in the tracking module. Depending on specific ap-
plications, modules such as TLC (Time to Lane Crossing)
calculation, warning, etc. can be integrated into the system.



maximum likelihood approach on single frames individually
for each filter hypothesis as in normal multi-object tracking
systems, ignoring joint filtering at this level. The lane marking
track creation and deletion is also handled separately for each
lane marking.

The resulting lane marking tracks are further classified and
probably rejected using a lane marking classifier. The classifier
distinguishes lane marking types such as solid, dashed, dashed
exit, etc. and rejects false lane markings at the same time. The
classification has been carried out for each marking piecewise,
so that a sensing range of the lane marking can also be gained
besides the lane marking geometry and type. This information
can be utilized depending on applications.

III. LANE FILTER

The lane filter has been designed to support the tracking of
multiple lane markings even if they follow different courses,
which is common for scenarios such as construction sites or
exit lanes. It is described in a general form which models
Nc number of different lane courses and Nt number of lane
marking offsets. The notations i and j are used throughout this
work as index for the lane courses and lane marking offsets
respectively.

A. Lane model

The course of a lane marking on the ground-plane has been
modeled using a third order polynomial [15] [16] [17]. For the
lane course j, its parameters are donated as

wj =[ cj1 cj0 bj ]T , (1)

where cj1, cj0 and bj are the curvature change rate, curvature and
slope of the lane course j. Let l denote the distance along a lane
marking, and yi denote the offset of the lane marking i, which
belongs to the lane course wj . The third order polynomial is
defined as

y(wj, yi, l) =
1

6
cj1l

3 +
1

2
cj0l

2 + bj l + yi, (2)

The state vector of the proposed lane model is defined as

x =
[
w1 · · · wNc y1 · · · yNt ϕ β

]T
. (3)

There are Nc lane courses and Nt lane marking offsets
modeled in the vector. ϕ denotes the dynamic pitch of the
vehicle and β denotes the lateral drift velocity of the vehicle.
These vehicle dynamic variables are in the dynamic model for
all lane markings and thus shared.

Let the assignment of a lane marking offset i to a lane
course j be given by a variable mi. For mi = j, it means the
lane marking offset i belongs to the lane course j. Then the
course of the lane marking i in the vehicle coordinate system
is given as

fi(x, l) =

[
l

y(wmi , yi, l)
ϕl

]
. (4)

The state vector x is estimated depending on the as-
signment variables. For the lane marking with offset yi the
assignment variable mi defines which lane course it follows.

There are Nt number of lane marking offsets in the state
vector, thus Nt number of assignment variables are needed. A
vector m is defined as the condensation of all the assignment
variables.

m = [ m1 m2 · · · mNt ]
T
. (5)

In the filter one has to take special care for observability.
Since the Nt number of lane markings do not always exist and
offset becomes unobservable, fallback mechanisms have to be
implemented. Apart from the observability of the lane marking
offsets, the lane course variables are only observable, when
at least one lane marking has been assigned to it. The pitch
angle is only observable, if at least two parallel lane markings
are assigned to a same lane course. This has to be handled
using different filter modes. Not handling such conditions
will lead to tracking failures. Outside of the filter, the multi-
lane tracking problem is handled like in a normal multi-target
tracking system. Thus track creation, deletion and assignment
are done as in common multi-target tracking systems.

B. Dynamic Model

The dynamic model has been extended from [12] by taking
the dynamic pitch angle ϕ and a lateral drift velocity β into
account. The motion model uses CAN data providing velocity
and yaw-rate as inputs.

The following linear system model can be defined

xk = Fk−1xk−1 + gk−1, (6)

Fk−1 is the system matrix, gk−1is the inputs. Let 4t denote
the time interval between frame k − 1 and k. During this
interval the vehicle moves (x(4t), y(4t) ) and rotates (γ(4t))
on the ground plane approximately according to

x(4t) = v4t (7)

y(4t) =
1

2
vω4t2 + β4t (8)

γ(4t) = ω4t (9)

where v denotes the speed of the vehicle and ω the yaw-rate
of the vehicle.

Let the vehicle travel distance along the lane x(∆t) denoted
as l. Based on Equation 7, 8 and 9, a matrix G and a row
vectors r can be defined as

G =

 1 0 0
l 1 0

1
2 l

2 l 1

 , (10)

r = [ 0 0 −ω∆t ] . (11)

A row vector uji for a lane marking offset i can be defined as

uji =

{[
1
6 l

3 1
2 l

2 l
]

mi= j[
0 0 0

]
otherwise

(12)



Figure 3: An example of the detections.

Using Equation 10, 11 and 12 the system matrices Fk−1 and
inputs gk−1 are given by

Fk−1 =



G · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
0 · · · G 0 · · · 0 0 0

u1
1 · · · uNc1 1 · · · 0 0 ∆t
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
u1
Nt

· · · uNcNt 0 · · · 1 0 ∆t
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 1 0
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 1


(13)

gk−1=

[
r · · · r − 1

2 l∆tω · · · − 1
2 l∆tω 0 0

]T
.

(14)

C. Measurement Model

The detected line is represented using the point-slope form
in the image coordinate system. Figure 3 shows an example
of the detections on a curved road. The short crosses on each
line denote the position of a point, at which the detection
is most representative. As presented in [12], we apply an
iterative update scheme. This means for different distances l
measurements are predicted and then the lane markings are
updated with the actual image content for these distances. Let
the predicted position and slope for lane marking i at distance
l in the image be given as

zF,k =h(fi(x̂k, l)), (15)

where f is defined in Equation 4 for the course of lane marking
i in the vehicle coordinate system. h denotes the nonlinear
projection of points to the image plane. x̂k is the predicted
filter state at frame k. Precisely z is defined as

zF,k =

[
pi(fi(x̂k, l))

∂pi(fi(x̂k, l))

∂l

]T
, (16)

where pi denotes the position on the image plane and
∂pi
∂l

denote the direction of the lane marking in the image plane at
point pi. Let further ni denote the normal vector at pi.Then
a predicted measurement is calculated as

ẑk =

[
nipi(fi(x̂k, l)) tan−1

(
∂pi(f(x̂k, l))

∂l

) ]T
. (17)

Due to the non-linear observation function, an Extended
Kalman filter is used for tracking which requires to calculate

the Jacobian matrix to derive the measurement equation for
x. Note that the chain rule can be applied to calculate the
Jacobian matrix. In the final measurement equation, n is taken
as a constant into the final equation and used to define a new
coordinate system, to which the measurement is projected. The
axis of this new coordinate system is locally perpendicular to
the predicted lane marking course in the image. Finally, the
intersection between the detected line and the normal of the
predicted line starting from the predicted point is calculated.
Let pm denote the intersection point between the detected line
and the normal of the prediction and dm the slope of the
detection in image coordinates. The final measurement vector
is defined as

zm =
[
nipm tan−1 (dm)

]T
, (18)

which is used to update the filter.

IV. COURSE ASSIGNMENT AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING

In order to estimate the optimal assignment variable vector
m∗, a multi-hypothesis approach is applied. A hypothesis con-
sists of a permutation of the lane assignment vector and a state
variable x filtered conditioned on this marking assignment
vector m. In difference to many IMM (Interacting Multiple
Model) approaches [18] [19], data association, track creation
and deletion are handled for each hypothesis separately. There
are Nc number of lane courses and Nt number of lane marking
offsets in the system vector, this means a permutation vector
has Nt number of elements, and each element has Nc different
values. Finally one obtains Np = NNt

c possible permutations
at a time. This would require to run Np independent filters in
parallel. The computational cost could be massive. To reduce
that, a tree-based search approach is proposed. Under simplic-
ity and clarity considerations a binary tree search process is
explained here. But the extension of this process is straight
forward.

A. Estimation of the Lane Course Assignment Vector

Instead of running all Np hypotheses, only two of them
are tested for each time frame if a binary tree-based search
approach is applied. Let m1 and m2 denote the lane course
assignment vectors of these two hypotheses. m1 is the hypoth-
esis, that the lane assignment is unchanged, m2 is generated
based on m1 by permutation one element of it. A binary
tree is created for the hypothesis testing. Based on the most
likely hypothesis two branches (hypotheses) are created. With
these two branches running in parallel over multiply frames,
finally the better branch is chosen based on a maximum
likelihood criterion, and the other one is pruned. By repeating
this procedure, m is adapted to the current driving situation.
The computational cost is shifted into the time domain and
comes at the price of a delayed decision. But the balance
between them can be adjusted if the binary tree-based approach
is extended. This scalability is an advantage of the proposed
approach. The permutation on m1 is done periodically among
its Nt number of elements, while its value of the permuted
element also changed periodically among [0, 1, · · · , Nc − 1].
This periodical changing scheme makes the search domain
covering all the possible permutations, avoiding convergence
to a local optimum. As an example, given Nc = 2 and Nt = 4
this branching and pruning procedure is demonstrated in Figure



Figure 4: An example of the tree-based hypothesis branching
and pruning scheme. For demonstration purpose, a binary tree
is applied. The number of the lane courses Nc is set to 2, and
number of lane markings Nt is set to 4. As an instance of the
assignment vector for m2 = 1000 it means the first marking
offset belongs to lane course 1, and the other three belong to
lane course 0. The solid line in the figure denotes the chosen
hypothesis, and the dashed line denotes the pruned one. k1,
k2 and k3 denote three time frames in a series after k, but not
definitely successive.

4. ek denotes the position of the permutation in vector m.
Because Nc = 2 in this example, the value of ek is binary.

For the creation of a new hypothesis, the filter state and
covariance are copied with careful modification to reflect the
permutation in the assignment vector. The same detection
result is provided to these two hypotheses, and the filters
handle the data association, state prediction and update, track
creation and deletion independently.

B. Filter Hypothesis Testing

A hypothesis filters the detections conditioned on a given
permutation of m vector. Each hypothesis conducts Kalman
filtering, measurement association and track creation and dele-
tion separately. Here, based on a binary-tree search approach
two hypotheses for two permutations of m with two filters
are running in parallel. To select the most likely version, a
maximum likelihood approach is chosen. Let θ denote the joint
of an association and lane assignment event and Θ all the joint
events up to time k, which is counted from the last branching
of hypotheses. One wants to estimate

P (Θk,l|Zk) =
1

c
p(Zk|θk,Θk−1,s, Zk−1)

· P (θk|Θk−1,s, Zk−1)P (Θk−1,s|Zk−1), (19)

where c denotes the normalization constant. The derivation of
Equation 19 can be found in [20] with the difference, that here
θk is defined to be a joint variable consisting of ak denoting
the association of measurements and mk denoting the lane
course assignment vector. By decomposing θ, one obtains

P (Θk,l|Zk) =
1

c
p(Zk|ak,mk,Θ

k−1,s, Zk−1)

· P (ak|mk,Θ
k−1,s, Zk−1)

· P (mk|Θk−1,s, Zk−1)

· P (Θk−1,s|Zk−1). (20)

Here the first term p(Zk|ak,mk,Θ
k−1,s, Zk−1) is the likeli-

hood of the measurement set conditioned on ak and mk

p(Zk|ak,mk,Θ
k−1,s, Zk−1) = V −φk

nk∏
i=φk

fti(zi(k)). (21)

φk denotes the number of unassociated measurements and nk
the complete number of measurements at frame k. A measure-
ment not associated with a track is assumed to be uniformly
distributed in the surveillance region of volume V . ti is the
index of the track to which measurement zi(k) is associated,
and fti(zi(k)) is the probability of zi(k) originating from track
ti, calculated as

fti(zi(k)) =N (zi(k); ẑi(k), Sti(k)), (22)

where Sti(k) is the innovation covariance for the predicted
measurement ẑi(k).

The second term in Equation 20 is the prior of all possible
measurement associations. Assume a Poisson probability mass
function for the number of unassociated measurements with the
spatial density λ, this term can be defined as

P (ak|mk,Θ
k−1,s, Zk−1) =

e−λV

nk!
λφkV φk , (23)

where e−λV

nk!
is equal for all the events Θk,l, thus can be

incorporated into the normalization constant c.

The third term in Equation 20 is defined as

P (mk|Θk−1,s, Zk−1) =

{
τ mk= mk−1
1−τ
Np−1 otherwise (24)

when a hypothesis branching is carried out between time k−1
and k. This term is defined to be the prior probability of a
course assignment variable change, whenever a new change
is allowed. τ is a pre-defined prior. If there is no hypothesis
branching between time k−1 and k, then p(mk|Θk−1,s, Zk−1)
is equal for all the permutations of m, thus can be incorporated
into the normalization constant c.

Using Equation 21 and 23 in 20 yields

P (Θk,l|Zk) =
1

c
λφk

nk∏
i=φk

fti(zi(k))P (mk|Θk−1,s, Zk−1)

· P (Θk−1,s|Zk−1). (25)

The detection association has been selected to maximize
λφk

∏nk
i=φk

fti(zi(k)) and is done on a single frame basis by
exhaustive enumeration. Each course association hypothesis
is tested over several frames until the hypothesis is selected,
which maximizes P (Θk,l|Zk).

For the hypothesis testing the decision is made based on
several frames. After a most likely hypothesis is chosen, the



Total Time Weather Environment
Video Number D. N. S. C. R. H. Ru. SU.

132 105 27 28 52 28 76 41 15

Table I: Profile of the evaluation sequences. Acronyms in the
table, D: day, N: night, S: sunny, C: cloudy, R: rainy, H:
highway, Ru: rual, SU: suburban and urban. For the night
driving sequences only the “rainy” weather tag is applicable.

branching and pruning discussed in subsection IV-A is carried
out based on the selected filter, which is used as a base
to generate new hypothesis. In practice, for better numerical
stability the negative log-likelihood of Equation 25 can be
used.

V. TRACKING EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Some examples are given in this section demonstrating
the filtering process. The system run time, ego-lane tracking
performance and the performance at typical multi-lane driving
situations are statistically evaluated. The evaluated system is
implemented by setting Nc = 2 and Nt = 4. This means the
system tracks at most two different lane courses with four lane
marking offsets.

A. Experiments

Three groups of figures are given in Figure 5, demonstrat-
ing the general tracking behavior. The results of lane course
assignment estimation and hypotheses branching are shown
in series, using driving sequences like construction site, lane
merging and exit. Each group consists of three key frames
taken from a continuous filtering process.

B. Results

There are 132 video sequences in the evaluation set with
totally 49107 frames. The recording rate is 30Hz using a
monochrome camera system, and the image resolution is
1024×512. The profile of these sequences, including recording
time, weather and driving environment, are listed in Table
I. It is worth to point out that this evaluation set does not
include simple driving scenarios, such as straight forward
driving on the highway, or single lane rural road driving. Each
sequence either has at least one lane marking split and/or
lane marking merge scenario, or contains a construction site.
It is a challenging evaluation set for a singe-lane tracking
system. The evaluation results are given in three parts. First
is the system run time result. Then the tracking performance
of the ego-lane is evaluated, followed by the evaluation of
the tracking performance at split, merge and construction site
scenarios.

1) System Run Time: The proposed system runs in real time
(30Hz) on a PC with Intel i7 2760 CPU 2.4Ghz and 8G RAM.
The final result is listed in Table II. The most time consuming
module is the detection module, which needs 1.318 ms on
average. The detection time is related to the size of the ROI in
the image. There are three ROIs used in the implementation
correspond to an area which is 12 meters wide and up to 66
meters long in front of the vehicle. The average run time of
the tracking module is 0.087 ms for each image frame.

System Overall Detection Tracking Classification Others

1.607ms 1.318ms 0.087ms 0.096ms 0.106ms

Table II: The average system run time for the whole eval-
uation set with 49107 frames, given in millisecond. For the
most computation demanding modules (detection, tracking and
classification) the results are listed separately. The rest part
of the system, including ROI calculation, data communication
among modules, etc., their run time is summarized together in
the last column.

Total Success Failure
Video Number No Free Tracks

132 127 5

Table III: Ego-lane tracking evaluation result.

2) Ego-lane tracking performance: The ego-lane tracking
performance is tested on the complete evaluation set. The
tracking results are visually inspected in the image. The ground
truth for the ego lane at construction sites has been selected by
the authors based on the position and width of the markings.
If the system tracks the possible ego-lane markings correctly,
the test is counted as successful.

The evaluation result for ego-lane tracking is listed in Table
III. The ego-lane is correctly tracked in 96.2% of the evaluation
videos. For the 5 fail tests there were no free tracks in the state
vector of the filter, other marking-like objects, e.g. guard rail,
were tracked instead.

3) Split, merged marking and construction site tracking
performance: Second part of the evaluation focuses on the
split and merged marking tracking performance, and also the
overall construction site tracking performance. All together
there are 168 challenging scenarios in the 132 video sequences.
A test sequence with driving through a construction site is only
counted as one construction site scenario, the split or merged
markings are not counted separately.

For the split and merged markings a test is counted as
success if the markings were tracked correctly based on
visual judgement. At construction site, valid lane markings
are usually colored. For example, in Germany when yellow
markings are present at construction sites, the white markings
can be ignored by the driver. Because a monochrome camera is
used, here yellow and white markings can not be distinguished
and are both detected. Thus, the total number of lane markings
can exceed the filter model limit. So a test for construction
site is counted as success, if the lane markings are correctly
tracked, independent of their possible colors. It is not taken into
account,whether all existing markings are tracked, or tracks are
present on the lane marking-like objects, such as guardrails,
as these can be discarded in later processing steps. The results
of this evaluation shown in Table IV.

In all the 168 testing scenarios we have 27 failures.
They have been analyzed and reasons for these failures are
summarized in Table V. 16 failures (59.3% of all the failures)
are caused due to the fact, that four tracks are all used and
there is no free track for the correct marking. In 14 of these 16
failures other marking-like objects were tracked. One should
note that the strategy here is to track all structures which



(a) Construction site: There are two parallel mark-
ings, and there is a construction site in front.

(b) Construction site: Two new tracks are initial-
ized. Tracks drawn in the same color are estimated
to be in the same lane course. Clearly, the second
right-most track is not parallel to the other two in
reality.

(c) Construction site: After several frame the sec-
ond right-most lane marking is switched to the
same course as the left-most lane marking. This
result coincides with the reality.

(d) Lane merging: Three markings are tracked
in the same lane course. In front two lanes are
merging.

(e) Lane merging: The filter state do not coincide
with the scenario anymore. In reality,the left-most
marking is not parallel to the rest of them .

(f) Lane merging: A better lane course assignment
estimation is achieved by switching the left-most
marking to another lane course.

(g) Road exit: Currently the filter has 2 parallel
markings, in front there is an highway exit coming.

(h) Road exit: the marking on the right side is
switched to another lane course, because in the
remote region, that lane marking is turning right.

(i) Road exit: A new marking is initialized in the
same lane course as the left-most marking.

Figure 5: Tracking performance demonstration. Three groups of figures show the jointly estimation of multi-lane tracking and
lane course assignment using sequences of construction site, lane merging and exit respectively. The color is used to indicate
the parallel markings. Each group of figure consists of three sub-figures. First figure shows the filter state before entering the
given scenario. The second figure shows that the estimation does not coincide or sufficient to represent the actual scenario. The
last figure shows that filter state and lane course assignment are jointly improved.

Split Merge Construction Site

Success Number/Total Number 65/81 54/63 22/24
Success Ratio 80.2% 85.7% 91.7%

Table IV: Result of the split marking, merged marking and
construction site tracking evaluation.

appear to be similar to lane markings to discard them later
in a classifier module without any feedback. Only in 2 test
failures there are actually more than four lane markings in
the ROIs. One strategy could be adding a feedback to the
track creation and deletion process, or adding additional lane
marking offsets to the filter model. In 6 fail tests (22.2% of
all the failures) there were no lines detected on the split or
merged markings, which would require additional adaptions in
the detection module. The third part of the failures are tracker
related, e.g. due to data association errors caused by inaccurate
detections or other reasons. All together there are 4 failures
(14.8% of all the failures). There is also one fail test because
the tracked marking is too short, so the tracker has no time to

No Free Tracks 4 Markings Tracked 2
Other Objects Tracked 14

No Detection 6
Tracker Issues 4
Short Marking 1

SUM 27

Table V: Reasons for lane marking split, merge and construc-
tion site tracking failures.

start and track through several frames.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we have presented a novel multi-lane tracking
framework in a general form. The filter and the estimation
approaches used in the system are designed to maintain compu-
tational efficiency and still give a good tracking performance.
Due to the positive impact of the commonly used parallelism
constraint, a novel filter state model is presented, which aims
to achieve the flexibility to track lane markings following
several different courses, and at the same time give good



system stability and robustness. Based on the filter model a
single Extended Kalman Filter is applied to track multiple lane
markings. As an essential part of the tracking system the lane
course assignment problem, namely which lane marking offset
belongs to which lane course, has been formulated as a hy-
pothesis testing problem, solved jointly with the lane tracking
problem using an optimized tree-based search approach.

A real time multi-lane tracking system is implemented
under the proposed framework. PC based demonstration, ex-
periments and testing are then carried out using real world
driving sequences. The evaluation set consists of challenging
scenarios. A good tracking performance and real time running
ability are statistically evaluated. The evaluation results provide
a solid foundation to further extend the implemented system
to track more lane markings or lane courses. For example, the
number of lane marking offsets in the implementation can be
extended from four to six. At the same time the evaluation
results have also pointed out several other future working
directions, namely improving the accuracy of classification
module, coupling the lane marking type back to the tracker
for track creation and deletion and improving the line detection
performance.
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